REMARKS TO

U.S. INDUSTRIAL PAYROLL SAVINGS COMMITTEE

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1975
I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH ALL OF YOU BUSINESS LEADERS, AND ADD MY OWN WORD OF THANKS TO THOSE YOU HAVE ALREADY HEARD FROM SECRETARY SIMON.

I FIRST HAD THE PLEASURE OF MEETING THE MEMBERS OF THE U.S. INDUSTRIAL PAYROLL SAVINGS COMMITTEE ABOUT A YEAR AGO.

IT WAS AT YOUR ANNUAL MEETING OVER IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT,

AND JOHN deBUTTS WAS JUST TAKING OVER AS CHAIRMAN FROM MIL BATTEN.
I was not deeply involved in your program at that time.

I was new and just beginning to get used to the idea of being vice president. But I do recall predicting that the 1974 campaign would exceed its goal by a comfortable margin -- and I am pleased to see that it has.
IT WOULD BE NICE IF ALL OF OUR FORECASTING COULD TURN OUT THAT WELL.  BUT, IN THE 1974 PAYROLL SAVINGS CAMPAIGN, I KNEW I WAS BETTING ON A SURE THING.  I KNEW THE CALIBRE OF YOUR COMMITTEE -- AND THE CONCERN OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
I know something of the track record of this committee -- how year after year it keeps topping its own previous achievements.

I understand it was twelve years ago today -- on January 16, 1963 -- the very first committee under Harold Geneen began its work.

And now today Gabriel Hauge and his 1975 committee are taking the baton to set still another record.
THEIR TASK WILL NOT BE AN EASY ONE.  EVEN THOUGH THE
1974 CAMPAIGN WAS AN OUTSTANDING SUCCESS -- AND EVEN THOUGH OUR
BOND SALES CONTINUE TO SET POST WAR RECORDS -- IT WILL TAKE
UNUSUAL EFFORT TO MAINTAIN THAT MOMENTUM IN THE FACE OF SOME OF
OUR ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.  BUT OUR NEW CAMPAIGN IS IN EXTREMELY
CAPABLE HANDS, AND I AM ONCE AGAIN READY TO STICK MY NECK OUT
AND PREDICT SUCCESS.
JOHN, I THOUGHT YOUR CAMPAIGN PHILOSOPHY OF "GIVING AMERICANS A CHANCE TO SAY YES FOR A CHANGE" WAS RIGHT ON TARGET, AND PROBABLY HAD A LOT TO DO WITH GETTING THE RESPONSE YOU DID. JOINING THE PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN AND BUYING SAVINGS BONDS IS PLAIN SELF-INTEREST -- AND THAT IS WHAT IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE. LET US NOT FORGET THAT PATRIOTISM IS ALSO A MOTIVATION -- FOR THOSE WHO BUY BONDS AS WELL AS THOSE WHO SELL THEM.
THERE IS ALSO THE SPIRIT WHICH MOTIVATES MEN LIKE YOU
to serve. I know how busy you are, how difficult it must
be to stay on top of the problems of your own businesses, and
how short are the hours in your long days. Yet because your
country needs you, you have somehow found the time and the
energy -- and above all, the dedication -- to take on the
additional challenge of what some might consider a thankless job.
I CAN ASSURE YOU, HOWEVER, THAT AT THE WHITE HOUSE AND THE TREASURY THE THANKS ARE WARM AND MEANT -- JUST AS THEY MUST BE, EVEN THOUGH UNEXPRESSED, BY THE MILLIONS OF AMERICANS YOU ARE HELPING TO HELP THEMSELVES THROUGH THE PURCHASE OF SAVINGS BONDS.
I SALUTE YOU ALL -- BUT IN PARTICULAR YOUR RETIRING CHAIRMAN, JOHN deBUTTS, AND ALL OF THE PAST CHAIRMEN, FOR THEIR MAGNIFICENT ACHIEVEMENTS. AND I WISH YOU, GABRIEL HAUGE, AND THE MEMBERS OF YOUR 1975 COMMITTEE, SUCCESS IN YOUR EFFORTS. THANK YOU AGAIN.

END OF TEXT
REMARKS UPON RECEIVING GIFT FROM

U.S. INDUSTRIAL PAYROLL SAVINGS COMMITTEE

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 1975
I'M VERY GRATEFUL FOR THIS VERY UNUSUAL GIFT -- A LAMP MADE OUT OF A PHONE. BUT I HAVE TO TELL YOU, I'M A LITTLE WORRIED ABOUT IT. I'M IN ENOUGH TROUBLE NOW WITHOUT SAYING TO SOMEONE, "EXCUSE ME. I HAVE TO ANSWER THE LAMP!"

SOMEONE JUST TOLD ME THE LAMP WORKS BUT THE PHONE DOESN'T. THAT'S ALL RIGHT. MAYBE THAT'S WHAT WE NEED THESE DAYS -- MORE LIGHT AND LESS TALK.
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